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OBJECTIVE

Enrich mind, body, and soul by increasing student choice while maintaining academic rigor.

SUMMARY

Seattle Lutheran is dedicated to bringing our students the tools and experiences they need for 
the 21st century. J-Term provides an in-depth experience through holistic education by 
adding variety to the normal curriculum and offering new and unique learning opportunities. 

REGISTRATION

Registration is Wednesday, Nov. 22nd. Students will register in an order determined by class 
seniority and a lottery within grades. Make sure to have a few options in mind for each block 
in case in case you are put on a wait list.



A
AP Psychology* 

Culture, Music & Cooking 

Dystopian Literature 

eLearning* 

Entrepreneurship 

History vs. Hollywood: War 

Muay Thai 

Painting 

Stranger Things: Strange Times

B
AP US History* 

Art & the Mind 

Auto Shop  

Computer Coding 

Eternal Truths of Narnia 

Forensics 

Intro to Guitar 

Papier Mâché & Fiber Clay 

Photography 

Play Production

C
Ceramics  

Choir 

Crossfit  

Human Anatomy 

Improvisational Comedy 

Japanese Supernatural Lore 

The Simpsons & US Politics  

Team Sports 

Yoga

* Students will continue to take course from Fall semester
J-Term Abroad: Marine Science in the Caribbean students will audit an A-block course when they are on campus



ART & THE MIND

Lacey Reuter, Art 

During this series, we will focus on 
combining mindfulness exercises, heart 
shares, authentic relating practices, and a 
variety of art projects aimed at enhancing 
our innate creative abilities and deepening 
our connection to emotional wellness. The 
first portion of each class will be devoted to 
mindfulness practices and small group 
sharing. During the second portion of class, 
we will engage in process based art projects 
that promote states of relaxation, creativity, 
and emotional wellness.

Return to Directory



AUTO SHOP

Christopher Christensen, Occupational Ed. 

The course will include an introduction to 
general vehicle maintenance and then 
progress into repair of various parts. 

The class will cover engines, brakes, 
suspension and vehicle electronics using 
current scan tools and test equipment. 

By the end of January the students should 
have basic knowledge of the entire vehicle. 

Limit of 6 students.

Return to Directory



CERAMICS

Lacey Reuter, Art 

Students will explore different methods of 
ceramic sculpture (such as slab and coil 
construction, and slip and score technique). 

We will be sculpting clay fish, creating 
ceramic owls, designing hobbit houses, and 
carving miniature totem poles.  

We will also have the opportunity to explore 
fusing glass onto our clay sculptures.

Return to Directory



CHOIR

Glenn Hoogerhyde, Art 

Using choral literature (SATB, SAB, SSA, 
SSAA, TTB) we will explore and learn: sight 
reading, vowel production, melody, 
harmony, breath control, and expression.  

The goal? Performing a piece of choral 
music. 

No experience needed, pianists welcome.

Return to Directory



CODING VIDEO GAMES

Dane Loeliger, Occupational Ed. 

Learn how to create video games using 
Unity 3D, the free-to-use game 
development tool.  

We will start super simple so you need no 
prior experience or Unity of coding! Using 
online tutorials, you'll be amazed what you 
can achieve. 

Requirements: Personal laptop capable of 
running Unity & Blender.

Return to Directory



CROSSFIT

Chelsea Jung & David Sleighter, Fitness 

CrossFit is a worldwide phenomenon that 
combines functional movements such as 
weightlifting, gymnastics, and cardio to 
create workouts with amazing results.   

Join us to learn lifetime skills! Classes will 
be appropriate for students of all fitness 
levels. 

Cost: $35  
No experience needed.

Return to Directory



CULTURE, MUSIC & COOKING: 
COLOMBIA, SPAIN & MEXICO  

Adriana Velez, Social Studies 

Students will learn about Colombia, Spain 
and Mexico through immersion into the 
culture, food, famous artists and 
personalities, history, and music.  

There will 2 days/weeks dedicated only to 
cooking and learning what is typical of each 
country. 

Cost: $35 for food

Return to Directory



DYSTOPIAN LITERATURE

Amanda Smoyer, English 

This course will focus on dystopian genre 
movies and books while exploring dystopian 
ideas and how they may relate to our 
current society.  

Be like Katniss Everdeen without the 
overused plot device of a love triangle!

Return to Directory



ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Shan Candelario, Occupational Ed. 

If you have ever dreamed about starting your 
own business, this J-Term class is for you! 

Follow your passion with a product or 
service and develop ideas into businesses. 
Students will matriculate the beginning of 
startup entrepreneurial opportunities into 
successful new ventures through business 
development and scaling. 

Learn how to create business strategies with 
foundations in financial planning, 
management, marketing, accounting, 
business law, and economics. 

Return to Directory



THE ETERNAL TRUTHS OF NARNIA

David Sleighter, Theology 

Through thought–provoking questions, 
culturally relevant topics, and parallel 
Scripture passages, this course encourages 
the student to discover the eternal truths 
found in all seven books of the Narnia 
series.  

The course will be a mixture of reading the 
books and viewing of the films within the 
C.S. Lewis' Narnia series.  

Return to Directory



FORENSICS

Jason Hippe, Science 

Forensics is the scientific tests or 
techniques used in connection with the 
detection of crime.  

You will be solving murders and death 
crime scenes using techniques that 
professional detectives use. Guest speakers 
from law enforcement will share their 
experiences on the job at real crime scenes 
as well.

Return to Directory



HISTORY VS. HOLLYWOOD: WAR

Jane Foster, Social Studies 

Hot wars, the Cold War, the War on Drugs, 
the War on Poverty, and Race wars! 

How are different conflicts represented by 
Hollywood? How does it match history?

Return to Directory



HUMAN ANATOMY

Jason Hippe, Science 

Learn and Explore the human body!  

Weeks are broken up into major body 
functions and groups.  

Organs, bones, muscles and body systems 
are examined. Class includes frog dissection 
as lab. 

Return to Directory



IMPROVISATIONAL COMEDY

Amanda Smoyer, Art 

This course will help students learn the 
techniques and give opportunities to 
practice their improvisation skills through 
games and acting.  

No previous experience required, just a 
desire to learn and a willingness to have fun 
and be goofy! 

Return to Directory



INTRO TO GUITAR

Shan Candelario, Art 

Learn how to play your favorite songs! 

This course is designed with a step-by-step 
program that includes guitar playing, music 
theory, scales, chords, improv, songwriting 
and different styles of music. 

Requirements: acoustic guitar, tuner.  
No previous experience needed.

Return to Directory



JAPANESE SUPERNATURAL LORE

Nick Starrett, Social Studies 

Japan is a country rich with folk-lore, and maybe the most 
interesting example of Japanese storytelling tradition can be found 
in its supernatural stories.  

In Japan there are literally thousands of supernatural beings that 
fall into three major categories: Yōkai (ghosts), Obake (monsters), 
and Yūrei (mythical creatures). They range from skeletal whales, to 
bathroom ghosts, to anthropomorphic umbrellas.  

In this class, I would like to explore the following questions: 

1. What are Yōkai, Obake, and Yūrei? 

2. What are some of the most famous examples of Yōkai, Obake, 
and Yūrei in traditional Japanese folk-lore? 

3. Can learning about Yōkai, Obake, and Yūrei, and reading their 
tales lead to any other insights about Japanese culture? 

4. Are there any holidays, festivals, etc… dedicated to Yōkai, 
Obake, and Yūrei? 

5. What are some examples of Yōkai, Obake, and Yūrei in popular 
culture?

Return to Directory



MUAY THAI

Dane Loeliger, Fitness 

Known as the art of the 8 limbs, Muay Thai 
is the primary striking art used in the UFC 
and has a rich historic culture that began on 
in Thailand as they defended their 
homeland from invaders.  

We will be practicing fundamental stances 
and strikes while learning the culture and 
tradition behind the art (as well as getting a 
good work out).  

Cost: $35  
No previous experience needed.

Return to Directory



PAINTING

Jeff Norton, Art 

Explore color, composition, and painting 
techniques with acrylic paint.

Return to Directory



PAPIER MÂCHÉ & FIBER CLAY

Ben Gomes, Art 

Create art and repurpose paper products at 
the same time by learning papier mâché and 
fiber clay!   

Make project of your own design and guided 
projects by Gomes, then we will discuss 
how to recycle and compost your projects 
when you are ready to be rid of them.

Return to Directory



PHOTOGRAPHY

Joe Bisacca, Art 

Do you want to take great photographs and 
edit them like a pro? This course will help 
you learn the history, theory, and practice of 
photography with plenty of chances to take 
your own.  

Requirements: Camera (preferably DSLR),  
Laptop (less than 5 years old), & Photoshop.

Return to Directory



PLAY PRODUCTION

Meredith Zandi, Art 

This class will explore all the elements of 
crafting a one-act stage production.   

Students will act in, costume, build sets and 
props, and create sound effects for a short 
play that will be performed during the final 
week.   

Additionally, we will focus on children's 
theatre and it's differences from theatre for 
an adult audience, as we will take the 
production on tour to area elementary and 
middle schools. 

Return to Directory



THE SIMPSONS & US POLITICS

Jane Foster, Social Studies 

We will be exploring top issues facing our 
country this year with a side of the 
Simpsons.  

Issues include: Immigration, gun control, 
patriotism/freedom of speech, sexual 
harassment, environmentalism, taxes, and 
government corruption just to name a few.

Return to Directory



STRANGER THINGS: STRANGE TIMES

Peter Wilson, English 

Why is this show so important to our current 
culture? We will watch some of Stranger Things and 
consider questions, seek answers and respond with 
action.  

We will explore the show's connections with the 
spirit world, the bible, literary texts, music, 
biological experiments, growing up in 1980s 
America, and other topics you bring to the class.  

Bring your questions! Expect to respond to questions 
with some spoken, written, and visual work; perhaps 
we will do some volunteer/field-trip activities, as 
well.  

Return to Directory



TEAM SPORTS

Jack Menashe, Fitness 

Develop your team spirit and skills by 
playing many of the world’s best team 
sports such as soccer, basketball and hockey.  

The course will focus on game strategy and 
specific drills. 

Return to Directory



YOGA

Taeya Lauer, Fitness 

Explore the many modern day uses of yoga! 
This course will introduce the history of yoga, 
practice, and even ancient Sanskrit language. 
A variety of instructors will be teaching from 
several West Seattle yoga studios, each with 
they own perspective on a yogic practice. 

This class would be highly beneficial for 
student athletes because it will promote 
flexibility and core strength, two important 
components of all sports. 

Requirements: yoga mat, water bottle 

Return to Directory



J-TERM ABROAD:  
MARINE SCIENCE IN THE CARIBBEAN

Christer Sonheim, Science 

For Seattle Lutheran’s pilot J-Term Abroad 
program, 12 students are going to the 
Caribbean for 12 days. 

The students will study marine science, 
learn sailing, and become PADI certified in 
SCUBA diving.

Return to Directory


